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Baking in the Heat? Baumberger Heating and Cooling can help!
2016-06-16 10:58:58 by Admin

Baumberger Heating and Cooling, an anchor in the community, started in Mansfield, Ohio back
in 1983 by Dick Baumberger.   Over the years the company has grown by providing quality
heating system and air conditioning service and installation that people can rely on.

Give them a call: 419 589 6500!
 

With over 10 employees, Baumberger has been offering Heating system and Air conditioning
installation, service and support to residents of Richland, Ashland, Morrow, Knox, Crawford and
Marion counties for 31 years.   That they have withstood the ravages of time is a testament to
the quality of service they have become known to provide.With over 25 employees,
Baumberger's parent company, Allied Restaurant Service, Inc. handles the commercial side of
heating and cooling as well as offers refrigeration installation, repair and services to all areas of
Mid and Northern Ohio; North of Franklin and Delaware counties.
 

Currently owned by Bryan Stanish, Bryan brings a lifetime of experience to the company and
has been involved with ownership since 2007.  Bryan is a hands on business owner who
believes in providing quality friendly service "Whatever It Takes" and expects the same positive
productive attitude from his team.  

With a practical friendly service mentality offered by quality certified technicians you rest at ease
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with knowing the comforts of your homes heating and cooling system is in good hands.  
Businesses owners can enjoy the same peace of mind as well by knowing that a qualified
refrigeration technician is just a phone call away.

So if your home is in need of a new heating or air conditioning system or perhaps the one you
have is need of service by a qualified company you can't go wrong with Baumberger Heating
and Cooling as your first choice. 

If, as a business owner, your in need of the same peace of mind for your heating, cooling and
refrigeration units and like the idea of working with a company with over 30 years of a proven
track record then you can easily put Allied Restaurant Services at the top of your list!
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